Levelling Mounts / Vibration Control / Vibration Damping Mounts

Mounting Plates / Mounting Nuts / Protection Caps for Levelling Mounts

**Economy Type**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or AJPNFS
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Hold Down Plates for Levelling Mounts - Thick Type**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or FJKP
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Mounting Nuts for Levelling Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or FJKP
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Protection Caps for Levelling Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or FJKP
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

---

**Antivibration Effect**

Ex) When an object of 2000 kg is supported by 4 points, 2000/4 = 500 (kgf)
With data obtained (1) and (2), plotted on the graph, appropriate type of the attachment and vibration transmissibility under above condition are found.

**Vibration Damping Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or AJPNFS
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Feature**

- Select according to size of M threads.
- Can be used to protect exposed threaded portions.
- For FJKP and FJKPS, L2 when dimension is not specified.

---

**Hold Down Plates for Levelling Mounts - Thick Type**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or AJPNFS
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Mounting Nuts for Levelling Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or FJKP
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

**Protection Caps for Levelling Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or FJKP
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

---

**Economy Type**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or AJPNFS
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF

---

**Hold Down Plates for Levelling Mounts**

- **Main Body**: Stainless Steel or AJPNFS
- **Mounting Plate**: FJKP
- **Protection Cap**: AJCP, AJKNF